
 
 
 

VOLUNTEER AGREEMENT 2021 
 
Between the undersigned. (“The Volunteer”) and Kosmorama Trondheim International Film 
Festival (“Organizer”) the following agreement on voluntary assistance has been agreed 
upon.  
 
1. PARTICIPATION 
Filmfest Trondheim AS is the organizer of Kosmorama Trondheim International Film Festival 
in Trondheim, Norway. The Volunteer wants to contribute to the implementation of the event, 
and has therefore volunteered. Both parts are in agreement that this Volunteer Agreement is 
not employment according to Arbeidsmiljøloven (”Working Environment Act”). The 
participation is short term and temporary, based on volunteer aid by The Volunteer. There is 
no employment-benefit-to-benefit relationship, as no compensation or remuneration is 
provided by the Organizer to The Volunteer. The agreement is therefore not subject to the 
Arbeidsmiljøloven (”Working Environment Act”) or Ferieloven (”Holidays Act”), and the 
Volunteer Agreement does not imply any benefits that trigger a tax liability for the Volunteer 
or the employer’s National Insurance contributions for the Organizer. The agreement shall 
ensure a satisfactory framework for the performance of the participation for The Volunteer, 
and a good implementation of the event for the Organizer.  
 
2. TIME AND PLACE 
The Volunteer will participate with shifts in the period of 10.02.21 – 15.03.21. The Volunteer 
will have different tasks at different places including Prinsen Cinema, Nova Cinema and 
Trondheim City Centre. The tasks will mainly happen during Kosmorama 08.03.19-14.03.19. 
Time shifts for when The Volunteer is working will be arranged between The Volunteer and 
their group leader at least two weeks before the festival. The Volunteers meet-up place and 
time shifts will also be informed in good time before The Volunteer starts their shifts. 
Responsible for making sure this occurs is the volunteer coordinator, Melissa Isaksen.  
 
3. TASKS 
The tasks for The Volunteer differ depending on the position they are in. The Volunteer will 
have group meetings beforehand that explain tasks and responsibilities. The Volunteer has a 
responsibility to always represent The Organizer by showing up for shifts and cleaning up 
after themselves.  
 
 4. COMPENSATION 
The Volunteer gets a festival pass that can be used at The Organizers festival of the same 
year as the volunteer agreement takes place. The festival pass gives access to all ordinary 
film screenings during the festival. The festival pass can be used to take out tickets in the 
concession stand at Prinsen Cinema (Prinsens Gate 2B) the day before or on the same day 
as the screening. The Volunteer can only take out tickets for each film once and the  
 



 
films can not be playing at the same time. The festival pass is personal and can only be 
used personally by The Volunteer. Any misuse of the festival pass will resort to a billing for 
the festival pass sent to The Volunteer by The Organizer. 
 
6. UNIFORM 
The Volunteer gets one festival t-shirt. The festival t-shirt is regarded as a work uniform 
before and during the festival. This means that you should only use the t-shirt when you are 
working, and not in your spare time. You can use your t-shirt where- and whenever you want 
after the festival is completed. 
 
 
5. ILLNESS 
The Volunteer is responsible for reporting absence due to illness to their group leader or 
Melissa Isaksen. The Volunteer has to report to their group leader as soon as they feel ill or 
not able to attend a shift. In case of illness where The Volunteer misses a shift, The 
Volunteer must submit a doctor’s attestation (legeerklæring), which is delivered to the 
volunteer coordinator, Melissa Isaksen (melissa@kosmorama.no). 
 
6. INTANGIBLE RIGHTS 
All rights lie with The Organizer after what is allowed by the Norwegian legislation if The 
Volunteer has tasks like photography or other creative works which includes the creation of 
materials. 
 
7. CONFIDENTIALITY 
The Volunteer have a duty to maintain full confidentiality of all operational and business 
conditions they become aware of, both when they are working, and in their spare time. That 
also applies to knowledge of customers’ operations and business relationships. The 
Volunteer should not speak to the media before and during the festival unless specifically 
agreed by the festival’s press officer (Tonje Jacobsen). This confidentiality also applies after 
the employment has ended. 
 
8. USE OF DATA SYSTEMS, E-MAIL AND INTERNET 
The organizer’s internal and external information systems (such as e-mail, databases and 
other computer-based systems for the Internet and intranet) belong to the Organizer. If The 
Volunteer uses the Organizer’s information systems in connection with his work for the 
Organizer, these shall not be used for private use. 
The Personal Information of The Volunteer is handled in accordance with the Personal Data 
Act (Personopplysningsloven).  
 
9. ETHICAL GUIDELINES 
Kosmorama Trondheim International Film Festival has zero tolerance for all forms of 
harassment and abuse of power. Such conduct shall, in accordance with this Agreement, be 
regarded as a material breach of Agreement and may result in the termination of the 
Agreement. 
 



 
If you experience being subjected to such behavior or want to notify on behalf of others, you 
are free to choose which of the following agencies to contact: 
 
Producer - Catherine Kahn - catherine@kosmorama.no 
Volunteer coordinator  Melissa Isaksen, melissa@kosmorama.no 
 
Deviations can also be reported with name or anonymously to admin@kosmorama.no. 
All inquiries are taken seriously and examined with the promise of confidentiality. 
 
10. TERMINATION OF THE PARTICIPATION 
The agreement and Participation terminate automatically at the end of the agreed period in 
paragraph 2 of this Agreement. The agreement can also be terminated by both parties prior 
to the agreed term of termination, with a notice period of one week calculated from the date 
the notice of termination came to the other party. Upon termination of the Participation, the 
Volunteer shall, if the Organizer requests it to sign a declaration of non-possession, or to 
have handed over to unauthorized persons, any of, or copies of, the Organizer’s documents, 
data files, etc. The Volunteer is not entitled to withhold such assets, documents, etc. to the 
security of any claims the Volunteers had to claim against the Organizer. 
 
 
Kosmorama Trondheim International Film Festival  
v / Volunteer coordinator, Melissa Isaksen 
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